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Background and aims
Minimal hepatic encephalopathy (MHE) may impair driving performance and
adversely disturbs quality of life. Most drivers with chronic liver disease are not
routinely screened for MHE and stay untreated due to the deficiency of
standardization of normal values, simple tools, and skills to carry out tests. This
study evaluated the usefulness of psychometric tests and critical flicker frequency
(CFF) to diagnose MHE among screened drivers with chronic liver disease in
Assiut, a city in Upper Egypt.
Patients and methods
A total of 100 drivers with chronic liver disease were screened for MHE. Routine
investigations were carried out for all. Psychometric tests including number
connection tests A, symbol digits test and CFF testing were applied for them.
mini mental state examination questionnaires and Beck’s inventory were carried out
for those diagnosed as having MHE.
Results
MHE was found among 40%, with 20 (50%) in Child’s A, 11 (27.5%) in Child’s B,
and nine (22.5%) in Child’s C cirrhosis (P=0.027), and 45% of those with MHE had
bad driving history. Twelve (12%) patients had abnormal psychometric tests. The
sensitivity and specificity of receiver operating characteristic curves for CFF in the
diagnosis of MHE was 100%, with a cutoff of less than or equal to 38.5Hz, and the
area under the curve was 1.00 (95% confidence interval, 0.964–1.00) (P<0.0001).
There was significant reverse correlation between CFF and Child–Pugh score
(r=−0.271, P=0.030).
Conclusion
Our data revealed a high prevalence of MHE (40%) among drivers with liver
cirrhosis. The CFF test is a simple, accurate, and reliable test for diagnosis of
MHE, with no age or literacy requirement. Therefore, we suggest to include the CFF
test in screening of drivers with chronic liver disease for early discovery and proper
management.
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Introduction
Minimal hepatic encephalopathy (MHE) is a subtle
form of hepatic encephalopathy (HE); it is associated
with increased mortality, risk of hospitalization,
impairment of quality of life, and caregiver burden.
MHE detection can guide treatment, which has the
potential to improve outcomes and quality of life [1].
MHE is defined as the presence of at least one
abnormal psychometric test and/or an abnormal
slowing of the electroencephalogram [2].

Driving is a potentially dangerous and complex mission
that integrates visuomotor coordination and selective
attention. The impact of MHE on driving ability dates
back to the early 1980s when Schomerus et al. [3] has
subjected patients with cirrhosis to psychometric tests
and driving tests; his study revealed that a significant
ished by Wolters Kluwer - M
number of MHE patients were unfit to drive. Since
then, further studies have been carried out, and there is
growing evidence of compromised driving abilities in
cirrhotic patients who meet the criteria for MHE
diagnosis.

Despite the impact of MHE, most cirrhotic patients
are not systematically tested for MHE and remain
untreated, due to the lack of normal values’
standardization, simple tools, and expertise to
administer the tests [4]. International consensus
meetings recommended the use of psychometric
edknow DOI: 10.4103/ejim.ejim_1_18
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testing for early detection ofMHE [5,6]. Psychometric
testing is a reliable tool for the diagnosis of MHE
because it can detect the majority of these psychometric
disorders related to MHE. The weakness of this tool is
the need for data on the level of education [7].

Critical flicker frequency (CFF) is a well-recognized
neurophysiological technique that measures the ability
of the central nervous system to identify flickering light
and is influenced directly by cortical activity [8].
Therefore, CFF could help to detect certain
characteristics of MHE that would be misdiagnosed
by psychometric testing, thereby pre-empting the
disadvantage associated with neurophysiological
tools. CFF is reliable, simple, easy to apply, more
sensitive, and is not affected by age or level of
education. The altered CFF predicts the risk for the
development of the manifest HE but not survival.
More than two-thirds of patients at Child–Pugh’s
Class B or C were noticed to be at risk of
developing a manifest HE in the first year of follow-
up when CFF was impaired. Contrarily, only 4% of
patients without psychometric testing and/or CFF
alterations developed HE.
Aim
The high prevalence of chronic liver disease and motor
car accidents in Upper Egypt, motivated us to screen
for MHE among drivers with chronic liver disease, by
using two validated techniques, psychometric tests
[symbol digits test (SDT) and number connection
tests A (NCT-A)] and CFF, after the drivers
undergoing the mini mental scale examination.
Patients and methods
Patients
Our case–control study consisted of 100 consecutive
drivers who presented to and were followed-up at the
Outpatient Clinic of Tropical Medicine and
Gastroenterology at the Assuit University Hospital.
According to ethical committee of faculty of medicine
Assiut university, all patients recruited in the study were
signed written consent and informed by all steps in the
study.All patientswere seropositive for viralmarkers and
were found to be cirrhotic on the basis of clinical,
biochemical, and ultrasound data. Another group of
patients (N=30) who were age and sex matched was
included as a control group. The exclusion criteria were
as follows: manifest HE or a history of overt HE, recent
history of alcohol intake, use of psychotropic drugs or
interferons, use of benzodiazepines, current intake of
antibiotics for gastrointestinal bleeding or history for
drug intake for epilepsy, renal insufficiency, intrahepatic
transjugular portosystemic shunt for portal hyper-
tension, diabetes mellitus, hepatocellular carcinoma,
congestive heart failure, pulmonary disease, acute
infection, and neurological or psychiatric disorders
that may affect the test outcomes.
Methods
History and laboratory investigation

For each patient in this study, the following data were
collected: complete demographic data, age and sex,
alcohol consumption (quantity and type), smoking
(type and frequency of smoking per day), level of
education, occupation, residential area and self-
reported driving history, a complete history of liver
disease, duration of illness, neurological symptoms
(insomnia, sleep disorders, memory impairment,
bizarre behavior, drowsiness, confusion, tremors, and
irritability), and history of HE. A complete clinical
examination was performed for all patients, including a
general examination, with particular attention to the
manifestations of hepatic impairment and liver
encephalopathy. Venous blood samples were also
collected for liver function tests and markers of viral
hepatitis. An abdominal ultrasound has been
established to investigate the stigmata of chronic
liver disease.
Psychometric assessment
(1)
 SDT: This test was used to evaluate the motor
speed and accuracy wherein drivers were given a list
of numbers from one to nine accompanied with
symbols and were asked to fill blanks with
symbols corresponding to each number. An
initial demonstration was presented for each
participant to be familiar with the test. Test
results are the total number of correctly paired
symbols to the number within a 90 s period,
wherein a high value (>90 s) indicates poor
performance [9].
(2)
 NCT-A: This test is a derivative of the Trail
Making Test; an Egyptian version was used to
assess cognitive motor abilities, wherein all
participants were asked to link the written
numbers in the paper consecutively from 1 to 25
as fast as possible, after clarification was carried out
to ensure sufficient understanding and
performance by the participants. Test results
included the time required for testing and error
correction, wherein a high value (>78 s) indicated
poor performance [6].
(3)
 CFF: CFF is a test of the functional efficiency of
the cortex, which has a direct relationship with
psychometric abnormalities. In this test, the



Table 1 Demographic characteristics of the screened drivers

Variables Patients [n (%)]

Age (mean±SD) 38.31±10.36

Duration of liver disease (mean±SD) (years) 7.83±3.8

Sex

Male 93 (93)

Female 7 (7)

Residence

Rural 67 (67)

Urban 33 (33)

Education

Literate 41 (41)

Illiterate 59 (59)

Smoking habit

Smoker 69 (69)

Nonsmoker 31 (31)

Driving history
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patient shows the minimum frequency at which a
blinking light is always observed as flickering and
unfused, using a portable device (Hepato-Norm
analyzer, Merz Company, Germany). The gradual
increase in the frequency of light from 25Hz
makes it possible to determine the melting
frequency threshold, which is the frequency at
which the blinking light is perceived by the
patient as a fused light. On the contrary, a
gradual decrease in the frequency of the light
pulse from 60Hz downwards is also carried out,
and the CFF threshold is determined as the
frequency when the impression of fused light
has changed into a flicker. The CFF is
considered abnormal when the value is less than
39Hz [10].
Good driving history 82 (82)

Bad driving history 18 (18)

The psychometric tests and CFF were carried out by all
the participants assisted by the medical personnel
without knowledge of the diagnosis. The diagnosis
of MHE was established when either SDT or both
SDT and NCT were abnormal. Beck’s inventory and
questionnaires of mini mental status examination were
used for those who were established as havingMHE in
order to exclude depression by the first and any related
medical illness by the latter. For the psychometric tests
as well as CFF test, informed consent was made within
the same framework.

Statistical analysis
Data entry and statistical analysis were carried out by the
statistical package for the social science, version 19.Data
for continuous variableswere expressed asmean andSD.
The categorical variables were expressed in absolute
numbers and in percentages. The comparison between
two groups was analyzed by a nonparametric test of the
Mann–Whitney test for continuous variables; and χ2 for
qualitative data. Correlations were performed using the
Spearman bivariate correlation. A P value less than 0.05
was considered statistically significant. Separate receiver
operating characteristics (ROCs) were generated for the
CFF test and MHE detection. The best threshold was
defined on the basis of ROC analysis by identifying the
CFF value that gave the best combination of sensitivity
and specificity, that is, the value thatmaximized the sum
of thesensitivity and specificity.Theanalysisof theROC
curve was carried out using version 7.50 of theMedCalc
software (Mariakerke, Belgium).

Results
Our case–control study recruited 100 patients with
known chronic liver disease (77% HCV, 17% HBV,
and 6% coinfection) and age and sex matched
individuals were included as a control group; the
demographic characteristics of the case group are
shown in Table 1. A total of 40 patients showed
evidence for MHE; however, for 60 patients, no
evidence for MHE could be identified. The clinical
and biochemical characteristics of the studied patients
are shown in Table 2.There were significant differences
in SDT, NCT, and CFF (P<0.001) between cases and
the control group (Table 3).

Psychometric tests (SDT and NCT-A) were abnormal
in 12%, normal in 29%, and not carried out in 59% of
screened drivers, although CFF test was abnormal in
36% and normal in 64% of screened drivers. An overall
50% of patients withMHEwere Child A and 50%were
Child B and Child C, while those withoutMHE (73%)
wereChildA and27%wereChildB andChildC,with a
statistically significant difference (P=0.027). The
abnormal CFF test was significantly common among
patients with Child C (69.2%), while there was no
significant difference of results of SDT and NCT
among different Child grades (Table 4). There was
significant reverse correlation between the CFF score
and theChild–Pugh score (r=−0.271,P=0.030) (Fig. 1).

The sensitivity and specificity of ROC curves for CFF
in the diagnosis of MHE was 100%, with a cutoff of
less than or equal to 38.5Hz, and the area under the
curve was 1.00 (95% confidence interval, 0.964–1.00)
(P<0.0001) (Fig. 2).
Discussion
MHE negatively affects quality of life related to health
(HRQOL); complex activities including attention,
information processing, and psychomotor expertise



Table 2 Clinical characteristics of the screened drivers
according to presence and absence of minimal hepatic
encephalopathy

Parameters MHE-positive
group (N=40)

MHE-negative
group (N=60)

P
value

Age 51.72±7.97 46.03±11.18 0.016

Duration of liver
disease (years)

9.18±3.9 6.9±3.5 0.003

Sex (male/female) 38/2 55/5 0.552

Education (literate/
illiterate)

20/20 23/37 0.248

Smoking 29 40 0.537

Residence (rural/
urban)

28/12 39/21 0.602

Bad driving history 18 0 <0.001

ALT (U/l) 46.80±24.73 48.20±28.36 0.720

AST (U/l) 49.55±25.13 53.13±32.70 0.978

Serum bilirubin
(μmol/l)

32.98±20.18 21.88±16.30 0.004

Serum albumin
(mg/dl)

33.69±7.16 38.69±6.53 0.001

Serum sodium
(mmol/l)

138.42±2.64 138.53±3.45 0.618

Serum potassium
(mmol/l)

4.1±0.34 4.1±0.41 0.850

INR 1.57±0.65 1.28±0.49 0.044

Prothrombin time 14.82±3.1 12.99±2.4 0.001

Prothrombin
concentration

77.28±17.48 84.47±16.47 0.018

Hemoglobin (g %) 12.77±1.47 13.07±1.26 0.189

Platelet count
(×103/mm3)

183.60±63.93 181.48±69.63 0.808

CFF test (Hz) 36.83±5.24 42.26±1.79 <0.001

Values are presented as mean±SD. ALT, alanine
aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; CFF, critical
flicker frequency; INR, international normalized ratio; MHE,
minimal hepatic encephalopathy.

Table 3 Comparison between cases and controls with regard
to psychometric tests and critical flicker frequency tests

Cases (N=100) Control (N=30) P value

NCT (mean±SD) 66.85±43.58 32.13±11.66 <0.001

SDT (mean±SD) 76.90±30.26 28.79±18.33 <0.001

CFF test (mean±SD) 40.09±4.46 45.53±2.85 <0.001

CFF, critical flicker frequency; NCT, number connection test; SDT,
symbol digits test.

Table 4 Relationship between the critical flicker frequency
test and psychometric tests and the Child–Pugh grade

Child A
(N=64)
[–n (%)]

Child B
(N=23)
[n (%)]

Child C (N=13)
[n (%)]

P
value

Abnormal
SDT

5 (7.8) 2 (8.7) 5 (38.5) 0.115

Abnormal
NCT

5 (7.8) 2 (8.7) 5 (38.5) 0.115

Abnormal
CFF test

16 (25) 11 (47.8) 9 (69.2) 0.004

CFF, critical flicker frequency; NCT, number connection test; SDT,
symbol digits test.
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such as car driving and planning a trip are mainly
affected. However, the basic activities of daily life,
such as shopping, clothing, and personal cleanliness,
are well preserved. Given the high prevalence of liver
diseases in Egypt, early identification of people at risk is
of outmost importance, as management of MHE
would improve the psychometric performance and
quality of life, and can terminate many occupational
risks, including road accidents.

In this study, a self-reported driving history with a
statistically significant number of traffic offenses was
obtained from the screened drivers with MHE (45%)
compared with non-MHE patients (0%) (P<0.001).
Over 5 years’ of data analysis has shown that most of
the patients with MHE (53%) reported traffic car
accidents or violations in comparison with 23% of
patients without MHE [11]. Gad et al. [9] also
reported that 33% of patients with MHE reported a
traffic accident or violation within the former year
when compared with only 4% of patients without
MHE. Wein et al. [12] showed that patients with
MHE had reduced driving performance in a 90-min
standardized road driving test. They had worse ratings
in car handling categories, adaptation maneuver, and
caution compared with patients without MHE.
Therefore, MHE not only harms drivers’ work
performance but also has the potential to threaten
life. For example, serious driving offenses for
nonalcoholic drivers in countries where liver disease
is endemic would alert clinicians to consider MHE as
an important diagnostic option. In a recent study by
Kircheis et al. [13], patients with HE overestimated
their driving skills despite significant driving deficits.

MHE is more evident with the progress of liver fibrosis
and advancement of Child’s score [14]. In our study,
the proportion of patients with MHE increased with
the increase in the Child–Pugh grade as follows: 20 of
64 (31.1%) patients with compensated liver cirrhosis
(Child–Pugh grade A), 11 of 23 (47.8%) patients with
decompensated liver cirrhosis (Child–Pugh grades B),
and nine of 13 (69.2%) patients with Child–Pugh
grades C (P=0.008). This finding is consistent with
those of previous studies [15–18]. Our result showed
significant reverse correlation between CFF test score
and Child–Pugh score (r=−0.271, P=0.030). In
agreement with us, the Manuel et al. study [15]
reported that CFF correlated weakly with
Child–Pugh score in patients with cirrhosis
(r=−0.22, P=0.018). Furthermore, the Sharma et al.
study [10] showed a significant correlation between
CFF and Child–Pugh score. However, there was no
difference in prevalence of MHE according to
Child–Pugh status. On multivariate regression,



Figure 1

Correlation between CFF test and Child–Pugh score. CFF, critical flicker frequency.

Figure 2

Shows receiver operating characteristic curves for sensitivity and
specificity of CFF test in the diagnosis of MHE with a cutoff of less
than or equal to38.5Hz; the sensitivity was 100% and specificity was
100%. The area under the curve was 1.00 (95% confidence interval,
0.964–1.00) (P<0.0001). CFF, critical flicker frequency; MHE, mini-
mal hepatic encephalopathy.
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patients admitted due to road accidents, with liver
cirrhosis and age more than 65 years, have a
significantly higher mortality [19]. A combination of
bleeding disorders, sepsis, and hepatic dysfunction has
been noted as contributing factors to this worse prognosis
[20].Age and educational status are recognized widely as
being associated to neuropsychological test results and
therefore normal values of healthy controls for age and
education are recommended [5]. In our study, therewas a
significant difference in age between those with and
without MHE. In the study by Li et al. [17], no
difference was found in age between patients with and
without MHE.
Conclusion
Our data revealed a high prevalence of MHE (40%)
among Egyptian drivers with liver cirrhosis. MHE
diagnosed by psychometric tests was 12% in
screened drivers with cirrhosis in comparison with
36% diagnosed by CFF. Hence, we conclude that
CFF is a simple, reliable tool for the diagnosis of
MHE with no age or literacy requirement.
Therefore, we suggested including the CFF test in
screening of drivers with chronic liver disease for early
discovery and proper management, as a value of CFF
less than or equal to the cutoff of 39Hz indicates a
diagnosis of MHE.
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